The behavioral neuroscience major at Centre is designed to provide a thorough background in the basic concepts, theories, and investigational techniques that will prepare our students for a wide variety of careers. Students in this program also develop their creative and critical thinking abilities by engaging in collaborative research, internships, and senior seminar courses that provide them with meaningful experiences in areas related to potential careers and graduate study.

The Program

Our behavioral neuroscience (BNS) program began in the mid ’60s as “psychobiology,” and according to the College Blue Book, was one of the earliest undergraduate degree-granting programs of its kind in the nation. The recently updated BNS curriculum reveals the biological bases of behavior, with particular emphasis on neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, neuropharmacology, and behavioral ecology. After completing foundation courses in behavioral neuroscience, chemistry, psychology, biology, and research methods, BNS majors will select upper-level BNS courses that best align with the student’s interests and career goals. The BNS program provides students with the undergraduate training necessary for careers in neuroscience, animal behavior, and the medical field.

Research

Research experience has always been highly valued in applicants to graduate school and is also valuable for most jobs. At the junior and senior level, students are ready to make meaningful scientific contributions in collaboration with faculty. Our advanced research courses provide students with assistance on their projects in two ways: 1) through close, individual attention from a faculty member in the development of the research design, collection and analysis of data, and reporting of findings; and 2) through a regular group meeting in which students and faculty discuss methodology and implementation strategies, data interpretation and demonstration, and explore solutions to common difficulties in the research process. Student projects are commonly presented at professional meetings and/or published in professional journals, and many have won undergraduate research awards. Behavioral neuroscience students also have engaged in primate research in Barbados, and studied the roots of mindfulness in Japan. These projects and abroad experiences have provided students with useful research backgrounds for a wide variety of careers.

Internships

In addition to offering numerous research opportunities, Centre has an extensive internship program in which many behavioral neuroscience students participate. Students have arranged internships at Bluegrass Comprehensive Service (a community mental health center), Sunrise Children’s Services (a residential facility for children and adolescents), Boyle County Detention Center’s substance treatment program, Thoroughbred Research Group, as well as with regional physical therapists, dentists, and area hospitals. Students have also interned at the Louisville Zoo, the Primate Rescue Center, the Vanderbilt Center for Mental Health Policy, and the Miller Limb Motor Control Laboratory at Northwestern University. On several occasions,
the internship experience has been a stepping stone to employment after graduation.

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH A DEGREE IN BNS?
Behavioral neuroscience majors pursue a variety of post-graduate careers and educational opportunities. Within one year of graduation, approximately 45% are employed and working in fields related directly to their degree. These fields include physical therapy, clinical behavioral analysis, counseling, teaching, and working as research assistants in experimental and clinical sciences. The other 55% of graduates pursue graduate degrees in fields such as pharmacology, nursing, chiropractic, health administration, neuroscience, clinical neuropsychology, physician’s assistants, medicine, and occupational therapy. The behavioral neuroscience major gives students excellent preparation for medical, dental, and veterinary school, and other health professions. The qualifications of our graduates is reflected in the high number who gain admission to these programs, and who gain employment in the field.
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VISIT CENTRE
The best way to judge Centre is to tour the campus, talk to the professors and students, attend a class, and spend the night in a residence hall. We invite you to visit and encourage you to contact the Admission Office if you have any questions.

THE CENTRE COMMITMENT
We back our promise with a deeply engaging and intensely personal education guarantee. If you meet regular academic and social expectations, you will complete all three parts of the Centre Commitment, or the college will provide up to an additional year of study tuition-free.

Centre students will:
- Study abroad
- Have an internship or research opportunity
- Graduate in four years

FACULTY
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